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The various subfields of science have come into being rather independently from each
other. They were developed at different times by different people. As a consequence,
structural similarities do not manifest in representations of these fields.
We show that a far-reaching analogy exists between chemistry (the science of substances
and their transformations), electricity (the science of electric charge and its currents),
thermodynamics (the science of heat and heat flows), and mechanics (the science of
momentum and momentum transmission).
If these fields are presented conveniently, each of them appears as a special case of a
general scheme. Learning science in this way is not only more economic but also easier. The
main advantage for chemistry is that the chemical potential gets a direct interpretation. A
difference of chemical potentials appears as a driving “force” for all those processes in which
the transformation or the transport of substances is involved, in the same sense as an electric
potential difference can be seen as a driving force for an electric transport, a temperature
difference appears as the cause of an entropy flow, or a velocity difference causes a
momentum transfer.
The analogy is based on the correspondence of physical quantities, shown in Table I. In
each of the mentioned fields one extensive or “substance-like” quantity plays a central role:
amount of substance in chemistry, electric charge in electricity, entropy in thermodynamics
and momentum in mechanics. To each of the extensive quantities corresponds an “energyconjugated” intensive quantity: the chemical potential, the electric potential, temperature (the
“thermal potential”) and velocity, respectively. In addition, a current or flow can be attributed
to each extensive quantity, see last column of Table I. Moreover, a resistance, a capacitance
and other quantities can be defined in each field.

subfield of science

extensive quantity

intensive quantity

current

chemistry

amount of substance n

chemical potential µ

substance current In

electricity

electric charge Q

electric potential ϕ

electric current I

thermodynamics

entropy S

absolute temperature T

entropy current IS

mechanics

momentum p

velocity v

force F

Table I

In Table II, various processes and equations are confronted.
It is obvious that in order to take advantage of the analogy, the chemical potential has to be
introduced as a basic quantity, just as we are accustomed to do with the electric potential, the
temperature, or the velocity.

subfield of science

chemistry

electricity

thermodynamics

mechanics

energy flow equation

P = µ · In

P=U·I

P = T · IS

P=v·F

resistance, dissipation

reaction resistance

electric resistance

thermal resistance

friction

spontaneous flow

A chemical reaction
runs spontaneously
from substances of
higher to substances
of lower chemical
potential.

Electric charge flows
spontaneously from
a body of higher to a
body of lower electric potential.

Entropy flows spontaneously from a body of higher to a body of lower temperature.

Momentum
flows
spontaneously from
a body of higher to a
body of lower velocity.

driving force

A chemical potential
difference is a driving force for a chemical reaction.

An electric potential
difference is a driving force for an
electric current.

A temperature difference is a driving
force for an entropy
current.

A velocity difference
is a driving force for
a momentum current.

equilibrium

If the chemical potential difference is
zero, there is no chemical reaction: chemical equilibrium.

If the electric potential difference between two bodies is
zero, there is no
electric current: electric equilibrium.

If the temperature
difference between
two bodies is zero,
there is no entropy
current:
thermal
equilibrium.

If the velocity difference between two
bodies is zero, there
is no momentum
current: mechanical
equilibrium.

pump

To drive a chemical
reaction from low to
high chemical potential, a “reaction
pump” is needed: an
electrolytic cell.

To transfer electric
charge from low to
high electric potential, an “electricity
pump” is needed: a
battery, a generator…

To transfer entropy
from a body of low
to a body of high
temperature,
an
“entropy pump” is
needed: a heat pump.

To transfer momentum from a body of
low to a body of
high velocity, a “momentum pump” is
needed: a motor.

Table II

